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our menu favorites
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peri peri perfection

Whatever your occasion, we make it one to remember!
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Galito's halal flame grilled Piri Piri chicken is just the right kind of comfort food. It's a bit spicy and has LOTS of tasty flavors. Our traditional marinade is made from all-natural ingredients infused with select herbs and spices. Slowly marinated for at least 24 hours, flame grilled to perfection, and served to order, making it the healthiest, tastiest flame grilled chicken in town.
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choose from our hot deals

View Current Deals 
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what's your flavour? we have them all
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We also sell Galito’s unique sauces, marinades and marinated chicken flatties so you can take the Galito’s experience home with you – choose from garlic, lemon and herb, mild, hot and premium reserve.



explore all flavors 
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where in the world is galito's
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Galito's now operates in over 16 countries, with more than 150 stores and counting - across Africa into Malaysia, Pakistan, the UAE, India and Canada.

locations
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find us

5200 Dixie Rd, Dixie and Matheson, Mississauga, Canada

905-232-0252

[email protected]
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